PE
•
•
•
•

Languages
•

Summer 1—Athletics
Summer 1—Gym (group work)
Summer 2—Kwik Cricket
Summer 2—Dance—Ancient
Greece

•
•

PHSE

Describing themselves and
others
Sports and hobbies
Speaking, listening and reading

•
•

Body Image
Healthy Lifestyles
•
•
•
•
•
•

Music
•

•
•

English (Writing)

Maths
Angles
Geometry
Algebra
Problem solving
Revision for SATs
Transition for secondary

Listening & appraising—
African rhythm and melody
(drumming)
Production
Leavers’ Song Unit

•

The Adventures of Odysseus - range of
writing opportunities

•

The Book of Hopes - range of writing opportunities

•

Just A Book—poetry

•

Goodbye Poems—poetry

Ancient Greece
Art
•

Opening Hook: Ancient Greek Murder Mystery. Range of videos
and photo evidence for children to watch, collect evidence and analyse. Then scroll writing and Greek alphabet after break. Creating
wreath head dresses afternoon.
Fantastic Finish: Greek Day! Invite children to come in dressed in
their togas. Children to be taught Greek dancing, sample Greek
food, try cooking food, make jewellery and take part in a mini
Olympics. Children to bring in their own example of a Greek dish for
others to try.

Greek clay pots

Artsmark
M of E—debate of democracy
(Verbal debate, written discussion)
ERIC—Greek artwork—
inference

•

•

English (Reading)
•

Wonder by R.J.Palacio

Science
•

Light—light sources, how light travels, how we see, what light is
made up of

DT
•

Electrical systems—steady hand
tester game

•

Food—making Greek Gyros
History

Computing
•

•

Identify, collect and analysis different
types of data which they manipulate
and represent as information for a
variety of audiences and purposes.
Create programmes systems and digital content thinking about aesthetics,
functionality and impact on the user.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invasion: Battle of Marathon
Invasion: Peloponnesian War
Law, Justice & Government: Empire and Democracy
Arts & Culture: Olympic Games
Arts & Culture: Architecture and Pottery
Farming, Trade and Settlements: Ancient
Greek city states and life in these settlements
Economy & Religion: Greek Gods and Goddesses

RE

Geography
•
•
•
•
•
•

Locate the worlds countries with a focus on Europe
Key physical and human characteristics
Geographical similarities and differences (human & physical
Geography—focus on population density)
8 points of a compass
4 and six figure grid references
Map symbols and keys

•
•

Is religion what you say or what you do? (Judaism)
Why is it important to be good?

